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April 24 – 29, 2012
Ireland has a history of being a land that held the world in
times of change. During the Medieval Dark Ages, this Celtic
island kept a torch for Spirituality alive. As the tides of 2012
bring a flux of global change, we invite you to take your place
in Dunderry Park for a unique international shamanic event
for the world.
Come gather with us in the heart of Brú Na Boinne (the
famous constellation of sacred sites in County Meath) to
inspire your most powerful medicine. Hear the call to be a
shaman and co-creator of The 2012 Mála For The Earth, a
prayer bundle for the time to come. From all over the world,
medicine men and women are coming to dream and manifest
a wild and loving prayer parcel that will be held in the earth
of Ireland for years beyond our current lifetimes.
Journeying together in The Otherworld/The Dreamtime, our
shamanic collective will seek and harvest vision of the new
archetypes of humanity. Through Celtic ritual and ceremony
belonging to the ancient myth of the first prayer bundle
(“The Crane Bag”), a great mála will be jointly constructed to
powerfully manifest our vision for highest evolution.
The 2012 Mála For The Earth will vibrate with the purest
energy of creation from the centre of Brú Na Boinne and we
invite you to take your place in this tuatha naofa (“sacred
tribe”) -a warm community of international shamanic
practitioners who carry the requisite experience and tools to
immerse themselves in this sacred, unique 2012 adventure.
This our land of An Sí, the Shining Ones, the luminous realms
of the Faerie, it is in their arms that
we dream new life.

Irish Centre for Shamanic Studies
Dunderry Park,
Co. Meath, Ireland, Europe
www.dunderrypark.org

Sacred Site Fieldwork will bring us to the
Hill Of Tara, Cairns Of The Cailleach
(Grandmother Earth), Fourknocks and the
River Boyne. Ancient Irish mythology and
music will be resources for stepping
beyond “ordinary time”. Our cauldron will
powerfully hold rituals of Earth, Water, Air
and Fire. Experience deeper states of being
and new frontiers for your practice.
frontiers for your practice.

Gathering - €470
(6 Days Full Board Available, €425)

A 3 day Road Trip
To The West of Ireland

(an optional extra event following the gathering,
cost/details on request)

For further enquiries & to book
email johnandkaren@slianchroi.ie

“What the 2012: Shamans Of The World – Building
A Mála For The World will bring ....”
 Togetherness: An international community of enlightened and visionary shamans
 Immersion: Deep and sensitive energies from several of Ireland’s most sacred sites
 True Magic: New frontiers of alchemy inspired by An Sí, the Faerie Folk energy
 Ancestral Tradition: From the Irish-Celtic to those brought by international peers,
the sustaining force of our lineages
 Adventure & Opening: New thresholds crossed in individual and collective
generation of loving and wise advancement for humanity
 Relationship: Greater harmony and integration of our species innate status as a
unified family of Nature
 Testimony: The earth of Ireland and the hearts of all participating will hold a tribute
to our responsibility to our past, our present and our future
 Celebration: A fearless, wild dance of courageous, soulful commitment to Life in
2012 and beyond
 Legacy: Be part of an international shamanic tribe that gathered in Ireland, that
worked together in Sacred Time to leave a lasting legacy of prayerful vision and
skillful manifestation of new life for the Earth and all her children

Fires - Immrama (Journeying) - Sacred Wells - Music From
Ancient Instruments - Cairn Ceremonies - Rites From Irish
Tradition - Collective Celtic Mála Creation - Teachings From Irish
Myths - Presentations - Groupwork - Song, Dance & Storytelling
.....
The 3 Day Road Trip To The West:
We will drive to the western Connemara coast to take the ferry to the islands of Aran.
Crossing the water, we will experience life on an island where the Irish language is still the
first on the tongues of natives living there. On the largest island, Inis Mór we will visit the
unique sites of Dun Aonghasa and An Grianán for ceremony and ritual. Steeped in history
and tradition, visiting Inis Mór is a cherished taste of ancient and contemporary western
Irish life. Our evenings there will give us a chance to kick back in small pubs where music
and fires burn through the evening. Visit www.aranislands.ie to learn more. On the road
back to the east, we have the opportunity to visit sacred sites centrally located on the
mainland.

